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Robust Tomlinson–Harashima Precoding for the
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Abstract—Previous designs of Tomlinson–Harashima precoding
(THP) for the broadcast channel with multiple (cooperative)
transmitters and noncooperative (decentralized) scalar receivers
assume complete channel state information (CSI) at the trans-
mitter. Due to its nonlinearity, THP is more sensitive to errors in
CSI at the transmitter than linear precoding, which may be large
in wireless communications. Thus, THP performance degrades
severely—and it is even outperformed by corresponding linear
precoders. We propose a novel robust optimization for THP with
partial CSI based on mean-square error (MSE), which performs
a conditional mean (CM) estimate of the cost function including
a novel model of the receivers. This enables a smooth transition
of robust THP from complete, via partial, to statistical CSI. The
performance is now always superior or in the worst case equal to
corresponding linear precoding techniques. With these features,
the proposed robust THP is very attractive for application in the
wireless broadcast channel.

Index Terms—Broadcast channel, channel estimation, robust op-
timization, Tomlinson–Harashima precoding.

I. INTRODUCTION

Acommunication scenario with multiple cooperating trans-
mitters, which can perform a joint preprocessing of the

signals to be transmitted, and multiple decentralized receivers,
which can only process the received signals independently, is re-
ferred to as “(MIMO) broadcast channel.” We consider receivers
with a scalar receive signal, e.g., from one antenna element. The
broadcast channel scenario occurs in wireline (e.g., [3]; far-end
crosstalk) as well as in wireless communications (communica-
tion from an access point to multiple mobile terminals), which
is considered here. Precoding the signals at the transmitter aims
at reducing interference between the parallel transmitted data
streams.

A. Channel State Information At the Transmitter

Regarding the choice of a precoding technique, the key issue
is the degree of channel state information (CSI) available at the
transmitter. Complete CSI (C-CSI) refers to perfect knowledge
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TABLE I
CATEGORIES OF CHANNEL STATE INFORMATION

AT THE TRANSMITTER AND THEIR DEFINITIONS

of the channel realization in the current time slot. Theoreti-
cally, it requires a reciprocal communication channel, which is
available in time-division duplex (TDD) systems, or a (high-
rate) feedback from the receivers (closed-loop mode). If the
channel is time variant, as in wireless communication systems
with mobile receivers or environment, complete CSI is never
available at the transmitter and the CSI is outdated. Moreover, it
is noisy due to a limited number of training symbols. We refer to
this situation as partial CSI (P-CSI), which we model with the
conditional probability density function (pdf) of
the channel parameters given observations of the training
sequence from the uplink (TDD system). In the extreme case,
the channel parameters are statistically independent of the ob-
servations , i.e., , which we call statis-
tical CSI (S-CSI). This situation occurs for high Doppler fre-
quencies, i.e., large velocities. These three categories of CSI are
summarized in Table I.

B. Previous and Related Work

Linear precoding techniques have a long history and are
often referred to as pre-equalization in case of C-CSI and
beamforming for S-CSI. A survey of mean-square error
(MSE)-based techniques is given in [4] and references to
signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR)-based techniques
are given in, e.g., [5] and [6].

Nonlinear precoding shows large performance gains for
C-CSI. It is motivated by information-theoretic considerations:
Writing-on-dirty-paper precoding [7], [8] promises commu-
nication without performance loss compared with an additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel if the interference
is known at the transmitter and appropriate coding is used.
Tomlinson–Harashima precoding (THP) is considered as the
“one-dimensional implementation” of writing-on-dirty-paper
[9]. It was first introduced by Tomlinson [10] and Harashima
[11] for equalization of a frequency-selective channel and later
for point-to-point MIMO communication (for more references,
see [12]–[14]).

THP was proposed for the broadcast channel, i.e., point-to-
multipoint communication, by Ginis et al. [3], Yu et al. [9], and
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Fischer et al. [13], [15]. All three describe zero-forcing tech-
niques for frequency-flat channels. THP minimizing the MSE
(MMSE-THP) based on finite impulse response filters for fre-
quency-selective channels—including optimization of the pre-
coding order and latency time—was first introduced by Joham
et al. [16]. More details and references can be found in [17]
and [18]. Efficient algorithms for reducing the computational
complexity of filter and precoding order computation based on
the symmetrically permuted Cholesky factorization are given in
[19] and [20].

In wireless communications, particularly, in a system with
mobility, i.e., a time-variant channel, the assumption of C-CSI
or complete knowledge of the channel state with a small (neg-
ligible) error at the transmitter is not valid (Section I-A). Con-
ventionally, THP is still optimized assuming C-CSI. However,
with increasing time variance of the channel, the performance
of this traditional THP design degrades significantly as shown
in Section VI.

To incorporate P-CSI in the optimization a Bayesian frame-
work using the conditional pdf (Table I) can be applied. A
similar approach is static stochastic programming based on
the statistics of the estimation error [21]. These methods have
been used successfully in general signal processing (e.g., [22]
and [23]) and signal processing for communications (e.g.,
[24]–[27]).

A first robust optimization for zero-forcing THP in the broad-
cast channel assuming erroneous CSI and no specific receiver
processing was first presented in [28], including an MMSE pre-
diction of the channel parameters. For THP based on P-CSI with
cooperative receivers (not considered here), a similar approach
is given in [29] for a single-input single-output system, and a
heuristic solution was proposed by [30] for a MIMO system;
both do not include prediction of the parameters; for S-CSI, a
solution is proposed by [31].

To optimize MMSE linear precoding based on S-CSI Joham
et al. [32], [33] proposed to incorporate the rake receiver in
direct-sequence code-division multiple-access (DS-CDMA)
(channel matched filter) into the system model at the transmitter
and find a solution based on statistically equivalent signals for
rank-one correlation matrices (extended to general rank signals
in [34]). A more systematic direct optimization of this problem
for P-CSI (and S-CSI) was introduced in [35] by the authors
modeling the receivers’ signal processing with a simple phase
correction, which is also presented by [36] for S-CSI in a more
heuristic fashion. This novel model is introduced in more detail
in this paper for THP (Section III).

C. Contributions and Outline

Our main contribution is the robust optimization of THP
based on MSE for P-CSI. It relies on two paradigms:

1) From the point of view of optimization, the true channel
is a random variable in case of P-CSI. Thus, a Bayesian
paradigm is employed for optimization and the conditional
mean (CM) estimate of the random cost function is per-
formed. The solution can be given explicitly.

2) A novel model for the receivers’ signal processing capa-
bilities at the transmitter is presented. It models the re-
ceivers’ CSI explicitly, which is more accurate than the

transmitter’s CSI in general. An analytical solution is given
for a suboptimum choice of this novel receiver model.

Combining both paradigms yields a performance of THP,
which is always superior to corresponding linear precoding
(based on MSE), whereas traditional THP’s uncoded bit error
rate (BER) saturates at 0.5 for high Doppler frequency—much
higher than for linear precoding (e.g., classical beamforming).
Moreover, a framework to deal with the asymptotic cases
of C-CSI and S-CSI is provided: Optimization criteria for
pre-equalization, which are typically based on C-CSI, can now
be applied to the case of S-CSI. In the regime of S-CSI, tra-
ditionally beamforming approaches are considered, which are
based on different optimization criteria. Thus, this framework
can be summarized by the motto “When pre-equalization meets
beamforming.” Although a frequency flat channel model is
considered here, the extension to frequency-selective channels
is rather straightforward following [37].

In Section II, the system models of the downlink data,
downlink training, and uplink training channel are described.
Section III introduces a novel approach for the transmitter to
model the receivers’ signal processing capabilities. The robust
THP optimization based on P-CSI is presented in Section IV,
including optimization of the precoding order and with explicit
solutions for different receiver models. Section V discusses the
transition of robust THP to the asymptotic cases of C-CSI and
S-CSI. The sensitivity and the performance of traditional THP
and robust THP is compared in Section VI. In the Appendixes,
a detailed derivation of robust THP is given, including a deriva-
tion of the CM estimate of the cascade of channel and a simple
choice of the novel receiver model.

Notation

Random vectors and matrices are denoted by lower and upper
case sans serif bold letters (e.g., , ), whereas the realizations
or deterministic variables are, e.g., , . The operators ,

, , , and stand for expectation with regard
to , transpose, complex conjugate, Hermitian transpose, and
trace of a matrix, respectively. and denote the Kro-
necker product and function, stacks the columns of
in a vector, and is the diagonal matrix with being
the th diagonal element. is the th column of an iden-
tity matrix . The matrix of zeros is . The co-
variance matrix of is .
The cross-covariance matrix is defined as

.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A vector broadcast channel with cooperative transmit an-
tennas and noncooperative (decentralized) receivers (users) is
considered. Communication in uplink and downlink takes place
in the TDD mode (Fig. 1). Thus, we consider data transmis-
sion in the downlink, where all receivers are served simul-
taneously in one downlink time slot and are precoded spatially
using THP. Reciprocity is assumed for uplink and downlink (UL
and DL) channels, i.e., . We consider
data transmission in a fixed time slot with index , whereas
the symbol index always denotes a relative index within a
downlink or uplink slot. Thus, assuming time slots with
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Fig. 1. Example for a TDD slot structure: Symmetric allocation of time slots to
uplink (“"”) and downlink (“#”) for data transmission in a fixed time slot with
index q and assumption of worst-case delay of three slots for this allocation
(see Section VI).

symbols, the absolute symbol index in time slot is given by
.

A. Downlink Data Channel

Data symbols with
and modulation alphabet are precoded

with THP (Fig. 3).1 First, they are reordered using the permu-
tation matrix , whose th element is
one, if user is precoded in the -step, and zero elsewhere. The
dependency of parameters on the specific precoding order
is denoted by the superscript . Next, they are sequentially
precoded starting with data stream , if the th ele-
ment of is one. Nonlinear precoding requires a modulo
operator at the transmitter and receivers, which is defined
as (Fig. 2)

(1)

It is defined elementwise for a vector argument. Common
choices for are when is the set of quadrature
phase-shift keying (QPSK) symbols and in case
of rectangular 16-QAM and the symbol variance is one. To
ensure spatial causality for a realizable feedback loop, the
feedback filter with columns

is lower triangular with zero diagonal. Then, the output
of the modulo operator is linearly precoded with

. The data symbols in are
precoded independently for each time step within a time slot
with fixed index . The resulting signal is transmitted
over the downlink channel to receivers, where
the individual vector channels form the rows of

(2)

The channel is assumed constant during one time slot
(“block-fading”). The (noncooperative) receivers are mod-
eled as . Including additive
white complex Gaussian noise

, the output of the modulo operator at the receivers
before decision reads as (Fig. 3)

(3)

1To have a concise notation, we define [n] [N (q � 1)+n]. This
applies also to all other signals related to data transmission in Figs. 3 and 6.

Fig. 2. Graph of the modulo-operator for real-valued arguments.

B. Downlink Training Channel

The receivers’ channel knowledge is determined by the linear
precoding (Fig. 4)
used for the downlink training sequences, which are transmitted
orthogonally to the data (e.g., time-multiplexed). Precoding
for the training sequences offers additional degrees of freedom
in system design, which is not discussed here. As an example,
a simple choice is introduced and discussed in the next Sec-
tion. As every receiver only needs to estimate one complex co-
efficient , we assume perfect knowledge of at the
receivers.

This precoding is mainly determined by the system’s stan-
dardized specification, i.e., the number of training sequences

available. There are different concepts for training symbol
based channel estimation in the downlink. If receiver
specific (dedicated) training sequences are available, each se-
quence is precoded with an individual spatial filter .
Obviously, choosing as a function of the THP parameters

and leads to a more accurate knowledge at the receiver
about the compound channel consisting of THP and the channel

. Thus, the receivers could get information about the pre-
processing of the data signal at the transmitter. In some systems,
a fixed number (independent of ) of sequences are defined,
e.g., in a “grid-of-beams” approach, where distinct vector
precoders , , are given by predefined fixed
beamforming vectors and the user may select the most relevant
estimate (cf. references in [38] and [39]). If only one common
training sequence ( ) is provided, it is transmitted with

, e.g., over the first antenna .

C. Uplink Training Channel

In a TDD system, the channel parameters for optimizing the
THP parameters and for transmitting data in time slot
(Fig. 1) can be estimated from the received training signal in
previous uplink slots.

training symbols per receiver are available in
one uplink slot. The receive training signal is (Fig. 5)

(4)
for with additive white complex Gaussian noise

. Here, reciprocity of the
channel in a TDD system is assumed. Collecting all training
symbols in the columns of , we obtain
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Fig. 3. THP for downlink data transmission with M transmit antennas and K noncooperative receivers: Representation with modulo operators in the time slot
with fixed index q and channel realization HHH (cf. (2)).

Fig. 4. Downlink training channel: Linear Precoding with QQQ for P training
sequences defined in the communication system (HHH HHH[q ]).

Fig. 5. Uplink training channel (4) in time slot q = q � `, i.e., ` slots before
data transmission in time slot q .

where . To obtain
a more accurate estimate of the channel realization at time ,
training signals from previous uplink slots are considered,
which are outdated by , , slots. Thus, the total
observation is (Fig. 1)

(5)

with
,

( equivalently), and .
The channel coefficients are modeled as

a stationary zero-mean complex Gaussian random vector with
covariance matrix , which is block diag-
onal assuming channels from different receivers are uncorre-
lated, i.e., . The th column of

is . As an example, we assume iden-
tical autocorrelation for all elements of : is defined
by for all and a time dif-
ference of slots and scaled to . Thus, we can write

. For a symmetric slot struc-
ture as depicted in Fig. 1, is Toeplitz with first column

.
Throughout the paper, we assume that first- and second-order

channel and noise statistics are given.

III. MODELS FOR SIGNAL PROCESSING AT RECEIVERS

A. Conventional Receiver Model

Conventionally, for THP optimization, the receivers are
assumed to perform only a real-valued scaling [17]. Gener-
ally, every receiver can be modeled with a different scaling
factor [40], [41], which leads to a closed-form solution for
zero-forcing THP, but not for the MMSE-THP design [40]. It

can be seen as a model for the automatic gain control at the
receivers.

As we consider MMSE-THP in Section IV and aim at an
explicit solution, we simplify this model to as in [17],
[37]

(6)

From the point of view of THP optimization, due to a real-valued
scaling at the receivers, an average transmit power constraint can
be included into the optimization problem.

Using this receiver model for THP optimization, we implic-
itly assume that the receivers have the same CSI as the trans-
mitter, i.e., no additional channel knowledge is available, e.g.,
about the phase of . This is not a restriction in case of
C-CSI at the transmitter but yields a very conservative design
of THP in case of P-CSI (cf. Section IV).

B. Novel Receiver Model

The conventional model makes a rather restrictive assump-
tion about the receivers’ channel knowledge, although the trans-
mitter is aware that training sequences are transmitted to the
receivers (Section II-B). Of course, the transmitter also knows
the filter vector used for precoding the training sequence
to receiver . Thus, a safe assumption is that the receiver will
also exploit this knowledge about the th receiver’s channel

projected onto , i.e., knowledge about . Moreover,
training sequences are usually provided to enable coherent de-
tection at the receivers, which requires phase and amplitude of
the channel.

Generally, the receivers should be modeled as
, where the real-valued scaling is an amplitude

scaling and provides the necessary degree of freedom to allow
for the transmit power constraint. The (novel) scalar function

models the th receiver’s CSI. This yields a novel
receiver model explicitly depending on the channel realization

(7)

We assume perfect knowledge of at the receivers for
simplicity, although Gaussian channel estimation errors can be
easily included in optimization knowing the number of training
symbols and the noise variance at receiver. This general re-
ceiver model is used in the sequel until Section IV-C.

As an example, the following choice of this general receiver
model is used in Section IV-E to simplify the general approach
and to obtain further insights in the solution. The simplest and
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clearly suboptimum model for the receivers’ CSI is a correction
of the phase choosing the scalar function as

(8)

In Section IV-E, we show that an analytical solution for this
simple choice (8) of the novel receiver model (7) can be
obtained.

Having introduced the receiver model, we can now further
comment on the choice of . Although choosing as a
function of and is reasonable for precoding the downlink
training sequence (Section II-B), we will assume precoders

, which do not depend on and . Else the receivers
also depend on or and the optimization problems in
Section IV-B can be solved in very special cases only—due
to the difficult mathematical structure. Thus, in this case, the
implemented precoding for the training channel needs to be
approximated for THP optimization, e.g., choosing as the
complex conjugate principal eigenvector of the conditional
correlation matrix . This approximation provides
enough information for THP optimization to ensure its robust
performance and a meaningful solution for S-CSI.

In general, the actual receiver concept will differ from the
transmitter’s model. For example, if the receivers’ actual signal
processing is more sophisticated than the transmitter’s
model, a conservative design of THP is obtained due to this
mismatch. We want to emphasize that in the asymptotic case of
S-CSI, it is essential to model the receivers’ CSI explicitly to
obtain a meaningful precoder solution.

IV. THP OPTIMIZATION WITH PARTIAL CSI
AT THE TRANSMITTER

THP optimization is based on the linear representation
(Fig. 6) of the system in Fig. 3. In this standard approach,
the modulo operators are substituted by the additive signals

and , which are
functions of and , respectively [12], [17]. In MMSE
optimization of THP, which was shown to be superior to
zero-forcing [16], the MSE between the new signals and

in the linear representation (Fig. 6) is

(9)

based on the current realization of the channel parameters.2

As the realization is not perfectly known to the transmitter,
but previous (outdated) realizations are observed via (5), a
stochastic model is employed to capture the transmitter’s P-CSI.
Hence, from the point of view of optimization, the channel
is a random variable, which is described by its conditional pdf

. In Section II-C, the observation and channel
parameters are assumed to be complex Gaussian. Thus, the
conditional pdf is also (complex) Gaussian with mean

2The precoding order of the data streams described by ��� is fixed in the
sequel. Its optimization is discussed in Section IV-C.

Fig. 6. Equivalent linear representation of Fig. 3 for THP optimization with
[n] 2 �( + j ) and ~~~[n] 2 �( + j ).

Fig. 7. Traditional optimization: Separate optimization of channel estimation
and THP.

and covariance matrix
.

(10)

where , and
. is the LMMSE estimator [42] for given .

Due to the P-CSI via the conditional pdf, the cost function
(9) is a random variable, as well. In the next section, we first
present the traditional approach for dealing with this random
cost function and our new approach, which is applied together
with the receiver models from Section III.

A. Traditional Optimization

Conventionally, the errors in are assumed to be negligible,
and the estimate is used as if it was the true one, i.e., we set

in (9), leading to the optimization problem (Fig. 7)

s.t.

lower triangular, zero diagonal (11)

with average transmit power constrained by and the con-
straint on to ensure implementability. The solution using the
Lagrange approach and the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) con-

ditions [17] is given by (with ; cf. (14))3

(12)

(13)

The scalar is chosen to satisfy the transmit power constraint

with equality. denotes the first rows

and the last rows of the reordered and estimated
effective channel matrix . The estimate is obtained
from the linear MMSE (LMMSE) estimator in (10) and an as-
sumption about the receivers’ processing (Section III). For the

3They are a special case of the derivations for the approach in Section IV-B as
described in Appendix I, when omitting the conditional expectation and setting
HHH = ĤHĤHHĤHHH .
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general novel receiver model (7) and its specific choice from (8),
we have

(14)

Optimization of the precoding order is similar to Section IV-C
[17].

Remark: To obtain this solution (cf. (12) and (13)),
it is common in the literature to make the assumption

[12], which is based on the observa-
tion that the outputs of the modulo operator are independent
and uniformly distributed.

B. Conditional Mean Estimate of the Cost Function

As the value of the cost function (9) is a random variable,
the true MSE is not known for optimization. Thus, the MSE
has to be estimated from the observation using the a priori
information . Employing the Bayesian paradigm,
the best estimator in the mean-square sense is the CM estimator
[42]. Thus, the CM estimate of (9), i.e., the expected MSE, is

(15)

There is a significant difference between the traditional
approach (11), which ignores estimation errors and simply
plugs the CM estimate of (10) into the cost function (9), and
this novel approach. Assuming a complex Gaussian distribu-
tion , they are equivalent if and only if the cost
function depends linearly on . In this case, the cost would also
be complex Gaussian distributed, and due to linearity of the
expectation, the solution is to plug the CM estimate of into
the cost function.

Here, the MSE cost function (9) is a nonlinear function of
, i.e., its pdf is not Gaussian anymore. Applying this novel

approach, which is systematic from an estimation-theoretic
perspective, yields a solution with very different and desirable
properties, as shown in Sections V and VI.

For a given receiver model (Section III), the CM estimate of
the MSE can be expressed in terms of the moments (10) of the
conditional pdf. In general, the new optimization problem for
P-CSI at the transmitter reads (Fig. 8)

s.t.

lower triangular, zero diagonal (16)

In Appendix I, the complete solution for a given precoding order
is derived and can be written as ( )

Fig. 8. Optimization based on partial CSI: Combined optimization of channel
estimation and THP.

Fig. 9. Linear representation of THP optimization, which is equivalent to Fig. 6
if the error signal [n]� ~~~ [n] is used instead of [n]�~~~[n] for optimization.

(17)

where is chosen to satisfy the power constraint in (16) with
equality. It is expressed in terms of the first and last

rows and , respectively, of the
ordered CM estimate of the effective channel

(18)

The nondiagonal loading matrix is the conditional covariance
matrix of

(19)

Remark 1: Exploiting the statistics of the stochastic MSE (9)
and optimally estimating the MSE—instead of optimally esti-
mating the channel parameters—results in two significant dif-
ferences of the novel solution for P-CSI (17) compared with the
traditional solution (12) and (13): A nondiagonal loading with

is added in the inverse of (17), and the CM estimate
(18) of the overall channel is used instead of simply plug-
ging the CM estimate of (10) into the product , as in
Section IV-A. The nondiagonal loading is due to the regulariza-
tion term in the cost function (43): regu-
larizes a sum of weighted 2-norms of the columns of .

Remark 2: The block diagram in Fig. 9 yields the same
optimization problem with cost function

as in (16) based on Fig. 6, which can easily be
seen by reinterpretation of (43). From this representation, we
can directly interpret the effect of the feedback filter :
The interference created by data stream to the succeeding
(determined by the precoding order ) data streams is re-
duced; this interference, which is only partially known at the
transmitter, is subtracted based on the CM estimate of .
This is implemented with the nonlinear modulo operation in
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Fig. 10. Linear representation of THP optimization, which is equivalent to
Fig. 9.

the feedback loop (Fig. 3). Applying to
yields the cost function for optimization of the linear part of
THP, i.e., and ,

(20)

The residual channel (including the precoding order) after
taking into account the effect of is

(21)

where and are defined similarly to (18) based on the
true channel . The CM estimate of its Gram matrix is needed
in the cost function (20) and given as

(22)

which is identical to (cf. (19)) in the solu-
tion (17). Thus, and are optimized based on the residual
channel (compare Fig. 10). Hence, they take into account
the imperfect interference compensation by due to P-CSI.

Remark 3: Channel estimation and precoding are optimized
jointly using the CM estimate of the cost function (15). With the
statistical assumptions from above it is clear that it is equivalent
to LMMSE channel estimation followed by a robust optimiza-
tion of precoding (see [1]).

Remark 4: An alternative point of view on the solution is
possible interpreting the new cost function (15) as the orig-
inal cost function (9) modified by a regularization term, which
results in the nondiagonal loading with (cf. (43)). A nondi-
agonal loading is well known from the solution of robust least
squares [43], when solved with methods from static stochastic
programming [21].

C. Optimization of Precoding Order

In the previous subsection, THP is optimized assuming
a fixed precoding order of the data streams. The
precoding order is described by the permutation matrix

as defined in Section II-A. Applying the
solution (17) for P-CSI to the cost function (15), we obtain

(23)

To avoid the high complexity of for a full search
among all possible precoding orders, the standard suboptimum
approach (see [17] for details) minimizes each term in the sum
separately starting with the th term. Thus, the user to precode
in the th step, where , is determined by

Finally, this yields the permutation matrix . The com-
plexity for computing the precoding order can be reduced to

using a symmetrically permuted Cholesky factorization
as described in [19], [20], and [44].

D. Solution for Conventional Receiver Model

For the conventional receiver model with (6), the
conditional expectations in the solution (17) for P-CSI can
simply be written in terms of the moments in (10). Applying
the properties of a correlation matrix, the CM estimate of the
channel Gram matrix reads

(24)

The conditional covariance matrix can be computed using (10),
as .
It is identical to the covariance matrix of the estimation error

due to the orthogonality property of
the LMMSE estimator and the jointly (complex) Gaussian dis-
tribution of and [42], [45].

Thus, the THP solution in (17) is given analytically with

(25)

and the loading matrix

(26)

Remark 1: Defining and equivalently to (18) (see
also (36) with ), the CM estimate of can be
written

(27)

This allows for the following interpretation of the terms in the
inverse in (17), which differ from the traditional solution:

is the CM estimate of the Gram matrix [45].
is the covariance matrix of the remaining interfer-
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ence, which is due to the imperfect feedback filter . does
not cancel interference from previously encoded data streams
completely. The statistical properties of the remaining interfer-
ence are now taken into account by , whereas the traditional
solution (12) assumed perfect operation of the feedback
(13).

Remark 2: As the only difference to traditional THP (12) is
, the additional complexity of this solution for the conven-

tional receiver model is small compared to the complexity of the
traditional THP solution (Section IV-A) assuming an LMMSE
estimator is used.

E. Solution for the Simple Choice of Novel Receiver Model

For the derivations until Section IV-D, the general version of
the novel receiver model (7) was assumed. In the robust THP
solutions, it remains to evaluate the conditional expectations in
(17), (18), and (19) analytically. To obtain a closed-form solu-
tion, we assume the particular choice of the novel receiver model
(8) in the sequel.

With the receiver model (8), the CM estimate of the effective
channel is derived in Appendix II and reads

(28)

where the th row of is given in (58). The first
term is the product of the separate CM estimates of the receivers

(29)

and the channel . The second term can be seen as the
correction term for estimating the product .

Due to (8), we have . Thus, the correlation
matrices

(30)

are equal and given by (24). Note, that the corresponding co-
variance matrices and are different for the novel
receiver model in contrast to the conventional model (26).

Remark 1: Now, the CM estimate of the Gram matrix of the
residual channel (22) simplifies to (Fig. 10)

(31)

where the first two terms are the CM estimate of the Gram ma-
trix of [45], the next two terms the CM estimate of the

Gram matrix of , and finally the last term represents the
amount of interference, which has already been canceled by ,
is subtracted. ( contains the first rows of and

the last rows.)
Remark 2: As it is possible to give an explicit solution for the

novel receiver model, the additional complexity is again small
compared with the complexity of the traditional THP solution
(Section IV-A) assuming an LMMSE estimator is used and the

confluent hypergeometric function (Appendix II) is given by a
lookup table.

F. Special Case: Linear Precoding

Linear precoding with P-CSI, which is a special case of THP,
can be simply derived assuming and in
the cost function (15) and solving (16). For the specific choice
of receiver model in (8), the solution
can be obtained from (47) and reads [35]

(32)
where the conditional expectations are given in (24), (28), and
Appendix II.

V. TRANSITION FROM COMPLETE TO STATISTICAL CSI

From the definitions of the different categories of CSI in terms
of the (conditional) probability distribution of the channel pa-
rameters (Table I), it is evident that a continuous transition from
THP designed for P-CSI to C-CSI and S-CSI is possible. In this
section, we discuss these asymptotic cases of the THP solution
for P-CSI with (8) (Section IV-B).

A. Complete CSI at the Transmitter

Convergence to C-CSI is achieved in scenarios with no noise
in the observations from the training sequence received in the
uplink and for a channel, whose parameters are time invariant
over multiple time slots, i.e.,

and (33)

In the case of C-CSI, i.e., , the error covariance ma-
trix of the channel estimate is zero (10), and the CM estimate

is equivalent to the (true) effective channel

This leads to . The conditional pdf
is a Dirac distribution centered at , and the

MSE (9) is no random variable anymore. The optimum filters
and (17) converge to (cf. Table II)

(34)

(35)

with the reordered effective channel

(36)

The traditional approach (cf. (12) and (13)) leads to the same
solution for C-CSI.

B. Statistical CSI at the Transmitter

If the observation is statistically independent of the cur-
rent channel , i.e., , THP can be opti-
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THP SOLUTION FOR COMPLETE, PARTIAL, AND STATISTICAL

CSI AT THE TRANSMITTER AND DIFFERENT RECEIVER MODELS

mized based on S-CSI only, as no information about the cur-
rent channel realization is available. Statistical independence is
achieved for

or for (37)

i.e., for very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or a temporally
uncorrelated channel, e.g., at very high Doppler frequency. If
is zero mean, the LMMSE estimate is in this limit
(Table II).

If , we obtain for traditional THP (11)
and for THP with P-CSI based on the conventional
receiver model (16), i.e., the receivers are switched off. It can
be shown that the solution for the linear part of THP is not
unique: It can be chosen arbitrarily as long as it does not exceed
the transmit power constraint. The most reasonable choice is

, as the transmitter should stop transmitting
data, if it assumes that the receivers are switched off. Although
this case is not achieved exactly in the simulations as
numerically, the BER saturates at 0.5 (Section VI).

Practically, the transmitter stops transmitting data, as the CSI
is not reliable enough. This behavior is not acceptable, as CSI in
terms of the statistical channel properties is available and could
be used to perform simple beamforming with reasonable perfor-
mance in many scenarios as will be shown in Section VI.

In the case of traditional THP optimization, this property is
a consequence of the fact that the a priori information about
the signal processing application is not included into channel
estimation: The mean-square error of the channel estimate is
not the best criterion with regard to THP performance. Although
the CM channel estimate, which is zero in this case, is the best
channel estimate on average with regard to the task of channel
identification, it is highly suboptimum for THP.

For optimization based on the conventional receiver model
(6), the transmitter “believes” that the receiver does not have
any CSI at all and votes for stopping data transmission.

The disadvantages of traditional optimization and a
too-simple receiver model are overcome when combining
the CM estimate of the MSE (15) with the novel receiver

model. The solution is determined by the asymptotic behavior
of (Table II)

(38)

with th row (cf. (56)
and (58)). Applying these limits to (17), we obtain the solu-
tion for THP in case only S-CSI is available (note that

), as follows:

(39)

Here, for S-CSI, the effective channel (18) is

(40)

The covariance matrix of the interference (21), which remains
from imperfect feedback (Fig. 10), is

(41)

Certainly, in case of S-CSI, the interference from previously en-
coded data streams at the receivers is unknown and cannot be
canceled anymore. However, as is not zero, the feedback
filter effectively reduces the residual interference with co-
variance matrix described by (41). Thus, under the assumption
that the magnitude of real or imaginary part of the input signal to
the modulo operator at the transmitter are larger than , i.e.,
the modulo operation changes its input (Fig. 2), still some in-
terference can be reduced by the feedback in case of S-CSI and
improves performance [2]. Note that if the input of the modulo
operator is small enough in magnitude, THP reduces to linear
precoding, which is

(42)

in case of S-CSI (cf. (32)).

VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

As an example, we assume alternating uplink/downlink slots
(Fig. 1) and a worst-case delay of three slots4 to the first up-
link slot available with a training sequence. Thus, the vector col-
lecting the available observations of time slots reads as

,
whereas the corresponding collection of channel vectors as

4This conservative choice is made to show the worst case effect in case of a
symmetric slot structure (alternating uplink/downlink slots, Fig. 1). It may be
due to limited processing power at the transmitter such that the estimate from
the previous uplink slot cannot be incorporated in the current filter optimiza-
tion in time. In addition, in a possible closed-loop system, there would always
be a minimum delay of two slots (or more due to limited feedback). Note that
for systems with an asymmetric slot structure, where the distance between two
consecutive uplink slots is increased compared to a symmetric structure, the
worst-case delay can be even larger.
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.
Due to the symmetric slot structure, is Toeplitz with first
column (cf. Section II-C).

For the following simulations, we consider a system with
4 transmit antennas in a uniform linear array with half

wavelength spacing and 3 receivers with one antenna each.
The temporal autocorrelation of the complex Gaussian channel
coefficients is identical for all coefficients and corresponds to
a Jakes power spectrum with maximum Doppler frequency ,
which is normalized to the slot period.5 System parameters for
UMTS UTRA TDD systems taken from [46] are, e.g., a carrier
frequency of 2 GHz and a slot period of 0.675 ms. For these
parameters, a normalized Doppler frequency of cor-
responds to a velocity of 64 km/h, for example. Increasing the
carrier frequency to 5 GHz, this Doppler frequency corresponds
to a velocity of 25.6 km/h.

The azimuth directions of 100 wave fronts per receiver
channel are uniformly distributed within 3 centered around
their mean. A spatial scenario with mean angles [ 15 , 0 , 15 ]
for the three receivers is considered. It is selected to have ac-
ceptable performance in case of S-CSI (see below), i.e., users
are spatially well separated.

Walsh–Hadamard sequences of length are used for
the training in the uplink and received training sequences from

previous uplink slots are used for the prediction of the
channel. The filter vector (cf. Section II-B) for the trans-
mission of training sequences in the downlink for receiver
is the complex conjugate principal eigenvector of the condi-
tional correlation matrix of the channel . As in

Section II-A, we assume and .
With “conventional (conv.) receiver model,” we refer to the

model in (6), with “novel receiver model” to (7) and (8). In the
simulations, the actual receivers use the transmitter’s model.

For the results shown in Figs. 11 and 12, 300 QPSK data
symbols were transmitted per channel realization and averaged
over independent channel realizations. For the normalized
Doppler frequency , the channel is constant over all time
slots. Due to the high SNR of 20 dB and the large number of

training symbols, the LMMSE prediction of the
channel is almost perfect for this case. Thus, all THP solutions
converge to the THP solution based on C-CSI (cf. Section V-A).

For higher Doppler frequencies, the quality of the available
CSI gets worse as the time variance of the channel increases.
The traditional THP (12), (13), with conventional receive pro-
cessing (6) which still assumes C-CSI (solid line), suffers from
the imperfect prediction and finally saturates at an uncoded BER
of 0.5. The performance degradation is smaller at low Doppler
frequencies if the simple novel receiver model (14) is consid-
ered (dashed line with circles). In the high Doppler region, the
performance is improved by considering P-CSI in the optimiza-
tion (16) and maintaining the conventional receiver (dotted line
with crosses). These two curves do not saturate at 0.5 due to the
reasons mentioned in Section V-B.

Note that traditional THP with the simple choice of the
novel receiver model performs better than the robust THP with

5The Doppler frequency normalized to the symbol period is obtained dividing
f by the number of symbols per slot N .

Fig. 11. Uncoded BER versus normalized Doppler frequency for dif-
ferent THP designs (THP with C-CSI as reference) and QPSK symbols,
10 log (P =� ) = 20 dB.

Fig. 12. Uncoded BER versus SNR for different THP designs (THP with C-CSI
and linear precoder as reference) and QPSK symbols, f = 0:08.

conventional receive processing for low Doppler frequencies,
whereas the situation is vice versa for high values of . In this
Doppler region, the remaining interference due to imperfect
channel estimation dominates the BER. Thus, robust THP
performs better since it uses the second-order moment of the
channel to reduce interference.

Only the combination of the CM estimate of the cost function
with the simple choice of the novel receiver (cf. Section IV-E)
leads to an improvement for all Doppler frequencies (dashed
line with boxes): especially for high values of , i.e., S-CSI
(cf. Section V-B), the performance is remarkably better than for
the other solutions. The systematic approach of estimating the
MSE cost function and employing receivers which are capable
of performing a phase correction based on channel knowledge
allows for a smooth transition between C-CSI and S-CSI with
acceptable BER for the latter case.

As mentioned above, the chosen spatial scenario ensures
good performance also for S-CSI. For a spatially less correlated
channel— in the extreme case—the BER for high
Doppler frequency of all algorithms saturates at 0.5 as no
statistical, i.e., spatial, structure is available.

Fig. 12 shows results for the same THP designs for a fixed
normalized Doppler frequency of 0.08 versus SNR. Note that
the robust linear precoder using the simple novel receiver (cf.
Section IV-F) outperforms all THP solutions without this re-
ceive processing. Only traditional THP with the simple novel
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Fig. 13. Uncoded BER versus normalized Doppler frequency for dif-
ferent THP designs (THP with C-CSI as reference) and 16 QAM symbols,
10 log (P =� ) = 20 dB.

Fig. 14. Uncoded BER versus SNR for different THP designs (THP with C-CSI
and linear precoder as reference) and 16 QAM symbols, f = 0:08.

receiver performs slightly better between 5 and 15 dB, but at the
expense of a higher BER floor. Robust THP with the novel re-
ceiver model performs better than all other linear and nonlinear
precoders.

Figs. 13 and 14 show the results for the same simulation pa-
rameters as before, but with the modulation alphabet chosen
to be 16-QAM. The results are qualitatively comparable with
those shown in Figs. 11 and 12, but on a generally higher BER
level due to the employed modulation alphabet. Note that the
gap between robust linear and robust nonlinear precoding with
the novel receiver is smaller at high SNR values (for )
compared with the transmission of QPSK symbols (cf. Fig. 14).
In addition, traditional THP with novel receiver performs better
than robust THP with conventional receive processing for the
whole simulated SNR range.

VII. CONCLUSION

Traditional MSE design of Tomlinson–Harashima precoding
explicitly (or sometimes implicitly) assumes the same CSI at
the receiver as at the transmitter and complete CSI at the trans-
mitter. When applying THP to the wireless broadcast channel,
complete channel state information is not available at the trans-
mitter. This leads to a large degradation in performance.

We presented a novel robust design for Tomlinson–
Harashima precoding. It is based on two paradigms: It performs
a conditional mean estimate of the cost function and includes
a new model of the receiver, which describes the receivers’

perfect (or at least more accurate) CSI explicitly. Thus, using
this robust design paradigm a meaningful solution for Tom-
linson–Harashima precoding for statistical CSI is obtained
and Tomlinson–Harashima precoding based on the MSE is
now ready in principle for the application “wireless broadcast
channel.”

Of course, not all extensions and practical aspects of robust
Tomlinson–Harashima precoding with partial CSI could be ex-
plored here, where our focus was on the presentation of the prin-
cipal ideas: As one important aspect, future work should address
the choice of different receiver models and their integration in
the results given here. Furthermore, estimation methods for tem-
poral and spatial channel correlations have to be integrated into
robust THP.

APPENDIX I
DERIVATION OF MMSE-THP WITH P-CSI

The optimization of MMSE-THP for C-CSI has been per-
formed in [17] by means of Lagrangian multipliers to ensure
the lower triangular structure of with zero main diagonal. In
this paper, we follow a different approach minimizing the cost
function in (15) for the more general case of P-CSI.

The cost function in (15) can be rewritten as

(43)

with as defined in (19) and .6 First,
this cost function is minimized with respect to assuming a
fixed but unknown matrix . Since the signal and the
noise are assumed to be uncorrelated, only the first sum-
mand of the expected value in (43) depends on . Using the
widespread assumption of a diagonal covariance matrix [12]

, its contribution to the MSE reads as

(44)

with . Each summand
can be minimized separately taking into account that only the
last elements of may contain nonzero entries. The
Euclidean norm of is minimized while setting the first ele-
ments of to zero. Thus, the th column of the feedback filter
is chosen as

(45)

with defined in (18), which fulfills the constraint on the
structure of and still depends on .

6Note, that (43) without conditional expectation suffices for derivation of (12)
and (13), where LLL = 0 .
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To determine the parameters and , the transmit power
constraint has to be taken into account.
Thus, we set up the Lagrangian function

(46)

where is the Lagrangian multiplier, and we assume
a fixed but unknown feedback filter . The partial derivative of
(46) with respect to yields

(47)

where is found using the partial derivative of
(46) with respect to . Note that is a linear precoder for the
vector since (cf. Fig. 6).

In order to find the solution for , which is independent of
the feedback filter, we insert (45) in the expression of the th
column of (47) and get

(48)

Solving for yields

(49)

with as defined in (18) and where is found by fulfilling
the transmit power constraint with equality. The corresponding
column of the feedback filter is found by inserting (49) in (45).

The expression for the optimization of precoding order shown
in (23) can be obtained by inserting (45) and (49) in the cost
function (cf. (15)).

APPENDIX II
DERIVATION OF CONDITIONAL MEAN FOR THE

SIMPLE NOVEL RECEIVER ((8) IN SECTION IV-E)

To derive an explicit expression for assuming
the receiver model from (8), we define the complex Gaussian
random variable and consider the th row of .
Using the properties of the conditional expectation7[47], we ob-
tain

(50)

7For two random variables and we can write E [f( ) ] =
E [f( )E [ j ]].

As is complex Gaussian, the CM estimator
is equivalent to the LMMSE estimator [42]

(51)

with covariances

(52)

The LMMSE estimator (51) should be read as the estimator of
given under the “a priori distribution” of

. The conditional first-order moment in (51) is

(53)

and the LMMSE estimate of given from
(10). Applying (51) to (50) yields

(54)

With [48] the remaining terms, i.e., the CM estimate of the re-
ceivers’ processing and of the magnitude , are

(55)

(56)

where is the confluent hypergeometric function.
Summarizing the derivation, we obtain

(57)
from (54). The th row of is

(58)
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